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ABSTRACT

Previously, the author asked forgiveness from Allah SWT. Here I am trying to open the veil that 
covers Allah's secret about the Prophet Muhammad saw talking to angels, based on natural law, 
Allah's law, from the point of view of the molecular structure of nucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic 
acid (DNA).

There are several verses in the Qur'an that write about the problem of the Prophet Muhammad saw 
talking to angels, based on the laws of nature, the law of Allah, namely the following verses:

"He is Allah, Who created all that is on earth for you and He willed (created) the heavens, then 
He made seven heavens. And He is All-Knowing of all things "(Al Baqarah: 2:29)

"So He made it seven heavens in two periods. He revealed in each sky its affairs. And We adorn 
the near sky with bright stars and We take care of it as well as possible. That is the provision of the
Mighty, All-Knowing. : 41:12)

"And it is not possible for any human being that Allah can speak with him except by means of 
revelation or behind a veil or by sending a messenger and then it is revealed to him with His 
permission what He wills... (Ash Shuura: 42: 51)

"... the apostle is an angel... a man... (Al An'aam: 6: 9)

"... Gabriel has lowered it into your heart with the permission of Allah;... (Al Baqarah: 2: 97)

"...then We sent our spirit to him, and he appeared before him a perfect human being. (Maryam: 
19:17)

“…and appeared in his true form. (An Najm: 53:6)

"And verily Muhammad saw Gabriel at another time, (An Najm: 53:13)
 

"at Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53:14)

"Nearby is a paradise to live in, (An Najm: 53:15)

"when Sidratil Muntaha is overwhelmed by something that covers him. (An Najm: 53:16)

"His sight does not turn away from what he sees and does not go beyond it. (An Najm: 53:17)
 

"Indeed he has seen some of the greatest signs of his Lord. (An Najm: 53: 18)

"...And indeed Muhammad saw Gabriel on the bright horizon. (At Takwiir: 81: 23)

"... the apostle is an angel... he is a man... ( Al An'aam : 6: 9)

"Read in the name of your Lord Who created (Al 'Alaq: 96: 1)



"He has created man from a clot of blood (Al 'Alaq: 96:2)
"Read, and your Lord is Most Gracious (Al 'Alaq: 96:3)

"Allah is the light of the skys and the earth....Light upon light...(An Nuur: 24:35)

"And they said: "Has no information been revealed to him from his Lord?" Then say: "Indeed, 
the unseen belongs to Allah, so wait for you, indeed I am with you of those who are waiting. 
(Jonah: 10:20)

Where in an attempt to unmask about the Prophet Muhammad saw talking to angels, based on the 
laws of nature, the laws of Allah, I based on deoxyribonucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid or the 
molecular structure of nucleic acids.

HYPOTHESIS

Here I propose the hypothesis of the Prophet Muhammad saw talking to angels, based on the laws 
of nature, Allah's law because Prophet Muhammad saw and angels live on this earth, based on the 
basis of Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)

DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID (DNA)

DNA is a repository of genetic information that has a double structure that form a double helix and 
which contains polynucleotide macromolecules arranged in repeatedly from nucleotide polymers. 
This nucleotide is composed of folate, a 5-carbon sugar and one of the nitrogenous bases. The 
nitrogenous bases are Guanine (G), Adenine(A), Cytocine(C) and Thymine (T).

Guanine (G) is composed of 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen 
atoms. Adenine(A) has 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms and 5 hydrogen atoms. Cytocine (C) 
contains 4 carbon atoms, 3 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. Thymine (T) 
contains 5 carbon atoms, 2 nitrogen atoms, 2 oxygen atoms and 6 hydrogen atoms. Folate contains 
1 phosphorus atom, 4 oxygen atoms and 2 hydrogen atoms. The 5 carbon sugar has 5 carbon atoms,
2 oxygen atoms and 8 hydrogen atoms.

ANYTHING ON EARTH FOLLOWS NATURAL LAW, ALLAH'S LAW

Now, we are still trying to concentrate on digging and uncovering the secrets contained in the verse:
"...He made it into the seven skys in two periods. He revealed in each sky his affairs...Thus is the decree 
of the Most Mighty, Most Merciful. Knowing (Fusshilat: 41:12)

Apparently, in the skys and on earth everything follows "...the provisions of the All-Mighty, All-
Knowing. (Fusshilat: 41:12)

That is, whatever is in the skys and on earth, everything, follows the laws of nature, the laws of 
Allah.

Or in other words, whatever is in the skys and the earth, everything follows the destiny that has 
been determined by Allah.

ANGELS LIVE ON EARTH FOLLOWING NATURAL LAW, ALLAH'S LAW

Now, let's unveil the secret behind the verse: "...Allah...sent a messenger and then it was revealed to 
him with His permission...(Asy Syuura: 42:51) "...the apostle is an angel...a men...(Al An'aam : 6: 9)



Apparently, the angel is “...a man...(Al An'aam: 6:9) who follows the stipulations of natural law, 
namely Allah's law.

So, if angels want to have contact with humans, then angels follow the provisions of natural law, or 
Allah's law.

Now, when the angels want to convey revelations to the Prophet Muhammad saw in Arabic, then it 
is clear, the angels must use Arabic and understand what was revealed to the Prophet Muhammad 
saw.

Of course, the Prophet Muhammad saw, could not distinguish between angels and humans. Because
the angel's body contains hydrogen atoms, carbon atoms, oxygen atoms and nitrogen atoms. As 
these atoms exist in the human body.

JIBRIL MEETS PROPHET MUHAMMAD SAW IN SIDRATIL MUNTAHA

So, onward, we reveal the secret behind the verses: "...Muhammad saw Jibril at another time, (An 
Najm: 53:13) "at Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53:14) "Nearby there paradise a place to live, (An Najm: 
53:15)

It turns out, "in Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53: 14) "Nearby there is paradise where he lives, (An 
Najm: 53:15) is his place on this earth.

Now, the question arises,

Why "...Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53:14) "Nearby is paradise a place to live, (An Najm: 53:15) is his 
place on this earth?

The answer is

Hidden behind the verse: "... the apostle is an angel... a man... (Al An'aam: 6: 9)

Because Jibril is "...a messenger...angel...a man...(Al An'aam: 6:9) , then the law of nature, the law of 
Allah on earth applies.

 So, Prophet Muhammad peace be upon him and Jibril are both human beings living on this earth.

Now, the question arises again,

Why "... Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53:14) "Nearby there is a paradise to live in, (An Najm: 53:15) is 
not visible to the human eye?

The answer is

It is hidden in the secret of the verse: "Allah is the light of the skys and the earth....Light upon light...
(An Nuur: 24: 35)

It means "... Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53:14) "Nearby there is a paradise to live in, (An Najm: 53:15) 
is translucent, that is, our eyes cannot see it.

Or in other words, "... Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53: 14) "Nearby there is a paradise to live in, (An 
Najm: 53: 15) is unseen.



That is, our eyes can only see light in the region of the electromagnetic spectrum between 430 and 
740 nanometers. If there is light in the electromagnetic spectrum below 430 nanometers and light in
the electromagnetic spectrum above 740 nanometers, our eyes cannot see the light. Where the light 
is called unseen.

WHY THE PROPHET MUHAMMAD SAW AND JIBRIL KNOW AT THIS PLACE IS 
SIDRATIL MUNTAHA

Now, then, we will unpack the secrets that are hidden behind the verse: "He is Allah...Knower of all 
things". (Al Baqarah: 2:29) "Indeed, the unseen belongs to Allah... (Yunus: 10:20) )

So, Prophet Muhammad peace be upon him and Jibril, did not know that in that place was 
"...Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53:14) , but Allah has guided Prophet Muhammad peace be upon him
and Jibril to the world "...Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm : 53: 14) "Nearby there is a paradise to live in, 
(An Najm: 53:15) the unseen.

Allah has declared: "Indeed he has seen some of the greatest signs of his Lord. (An Najm: 53: 18) "... 
And indeed Muhammad saw Gabriel on the bright horizon. (At Takwiir: 81: 23)

Now, it has been revealed, the secret behind the verses: "...Muhammad saw Gabriel at another time, 
(An Najm: 53:13) "in Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53:14) "Nearby is paradise residence, (An Najm: 
53:15)

CONCLUSION
 
Based on the description above, we can conclude that the secrets contained in the verse: "...He made
it into the seven skys in two periods. He revealed in each sky his affairs...Thus is the decree of the Most 
Mighty, Most Merciful. Knowing (Fusshilat: 41:12)

Apparently, in the skys and on earth everything follows "...the provisions of the All-Mighty, All-
Knowing. (Fusshilat: 41:12)

That is, whatever is in the skys and on earth, everything, follows the laws of nature, the laws of 
Allah.

Or in other words, whatever is in the skys and the earth, everything follows the destiny that has 
been determined by Allah.

Now, let's unveil the secret behind the verse: "...Allah...sent a messenger and then it was revealed to 
him with His permission...(Asy Syuura: 42:51) "...the apostle is an angel...a men...(Al An'aam : 6: 9)

Apparently, the angel is “...a man...(Al An'aam: 6:9) who follows the stipulations of natural law, 
namely Allah's law.

So, if angels want to have contact with humans, then angels follow the provisions of natural law, or 
Allah's law.

Now, when the angels want to convey revelations to the Prophet Muhammad saw in Arabic, then it 
is clear, the angels must use Arabic and understand what was revealed to the Prophet Muhammad 
saw.

Of course, the Prophet Muhammad saw, could not distinguish between angels and humans. Because
the angel's body contains hydrogen atoms, carbon atoms, oxygen atoms and nitrogen atoms. As 



these atoms exist in the human body.

So, onward, we reveal the secret behind the verses: "...Muhammad saw Jibril at another time, (An 
Najm: 53:13) "at Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53:14) "Nearby there paradise a place to live, (An Najm: 
53:15)

It turns out, "in Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53: 14) "Nearby there is paradise where he lives, (An 
Najm: 53:15) is his place on this earth.

Now, the question arises,

Why "...Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53:14) "Nearby is paradise a place to live, (An Najm: 53:15) is his 
place on this earth?

The answer is

Hidden behind the verse: "... the apostle is an angel... a man... (Al An'aam: 6: 9)

Because Jibril is "...a messenger...angel...a man...(Al An'aam: 6:9) , then the law of nature, the law of 
Allah on earth applies.

 So, Prophet Muhammad peace be upon him and Jibril are both human beings living on this earth.

Now, the question arises again,

Why "... Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53:14) "Nearby there is a paradise to live in, (An Najm: 53:15) is 
not visible to the human eye?

The answer is

It is hidden in the secret of the verse: "Allah is the light of the skys and the earth....Light upon light...
(An Nuur: 24: 35)

It means "... Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53:14) "Nearby there is a paradise to live in, (An Najm: 53:15) 
is translucent, that is, our eyes cannot see it.

Or in other words, "... Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53: 14) "Nearby there is a paradise to live in, (An 
Najm: 53: 15) is unseen.

That is, our eyes can only see light in the region of the electromagnetic spectrum between 430 and 
740 nanometers. If there is light in the electromagnetic spectrum below 430 nanometers and light in
the electromagnetic spectrum above 740 nanometers, our eyes cannot see the light. Where the light 
is called unseen.

Now, then, we will unpack the secrets that are hidden behind the verse: "He is Allah...Knower of all 
things". (Al Baqarah: 2:29) "Indeed, the unseen belongs to Allah... (Yunus: 10:20) )

So, Prophet Muhammad peace be upon him and Jibril, did not know that in that place was 
"...Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53:14) , but Allah has guided Prophet Muhammad peace be upon him
and Jibril to the world "...Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm : 53: 14) "Nearby there is a paradise to live in, 
(An Najm: 53:15) the unseen.

Allah has declared: "Indeed he has seen some of the greatest signs of his Lord. (An Najm: 53: 18) "... 



And indeed Muhammad saw Gabriel on the bright horizon. (At Takwiir: 81: 23)

Now, it has been revealed, the secret behind the verses: "...Muhammad saw Gabriel at another time, 
(An Najm: 53:13) "in Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53:14) "Nearby is paradise residence, (An Najm: 
53:15)
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